Abstract. - We have performed 108Pd(a, 3 n)lO9Cd reaction with 42 MeV a particles. Excitation functions, singlet, y-y coïncidence and angular distribution measurements have been made. The main result is the existence of a decoupled band of states connected by stretched E2 transitions, built on the h 1112-odd neutron state. In the framework of the phenomenological Stephen's model, the sequence of these Yrast states imply an oblate shape for this nucleus. Abstract. -In order to compare Heavy Ions induced reactions with the a induced reactions landing to the same residual nucleus we have performed the experiments 47Ti(a, ny)SOCr and 48Ti(a, 2 ny)soCr. Essentially the same results are observed (O+ through the 12+ level) as those obtained by Huber et al. (Munich conf. 1973 ) by the 4oCa(l60,2 pcty) reaction. It seems that the spectroscopic information deduced from Heavy Ions or a reactions is equivalent provided the angular momentum carried by the a particles is sufficiently high.
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